
English Language Day Celebration 

Department of Arts and Humanities of DPG Degree College organized an event on 

to celebrate English Language Day on 26, April 2023. It was well attended by a 

number of students along with Dr Priya Shukla, Head of the Department. It was also 

attended by the Principal of the College, Dr S.S. Boken and Registrar, Mr Ashok 

Gogia. The event was organized with the objective of promoting and encouraging the 

use of English language among the students. The theme for this year's celebration was 

'English as a Global Language'. The event started with the inauguration ceremony, 

which was graced by the HoD, professors, and students. Ms Saloni Parmar, the host, 

gave the welcome speech, followed by a brief introduction about the significance of 

the day. The event continued with various activities and competitions for the students. 

All the participants were divided into 2 teams; ‘Team A’ and ‘Team B’.  

 

 

Students participating in the competition ‘Tongue Twisters’. All the students 

took participation in various activities very enthusiastically.  

The first competition was ‘Tongue Twisters’. The competition aimed to improve the 

participants' pronunciation, enunciation, and fluency, while also providing them with 

a fun and engaging activity, and it was judged by the English language teachers. Each 

participant had to come up with creative tongue twisters and perform them in front of 

the audience. The game began with a brief introduction by Mrs Pooja Soni, who 

explained the rules and objectives of the game. The participants were then called up 

on stage one by one to perform their tongue twisters. The participants were given a 

time limit of one minute to perform their tongue twister, and the audience was 

encouraged to participate and cheer them on. 

 



 

A student of MA English participating in the game of ‘Dumb Charades’. Students had 

to make the audience guess the name of the movie and books only by gesturing. 

The next competition for both the teams was ‘Dumb Charades’, led by Dr Vaishali 

Dahiya. Participants played the classic guessing game using only gestures and body 

language. The event was fun and engaging, with students enthusiastically guessing 

and acting out movie names, and book titles. Each member of the team was given a 

slip with a word or phrase that they had to act out, and they had to convey the 

meaning of the word without using any spoken words. The team members were given 

two minutes to guess the word or phrase correctly. The "Dumb Charades" event was a 

huge success, with students thoroughly enjoying themselves and showcasing their 

acting talents. It provided a platform for students to come together and bond over a 

fun activity. The organizers did a fantastic job, and the event was well-received by all. 

It was a great way to promote team spirit and creativity among students. 

A game of ‘Guess the picture was played’ in which various pictures were shown to the 

students and options were given to choose the right one.  



Right after that another game was played, ‘Guess the picture’, whose in charge was 

Ms Saloni Parmar. Participants were shown pictures of different tricky things like 

fruits and vegetables, musical instruments, and famous authors and they had to guess 

the name. The event was informative and entertaining, with students competing 

enthusiastically to win. The teams were shown a picture on a screen for a limited 

time, and they had to guess what it was.

 

Number of students participated in the activities. Respected Principal sir also joined 

the celebrations. 

Lastly, ‘Poster Making’ competition was organized, in which the submitted posters of 

the participants were showcased and the top 3 were chosen by the our esteemed 

judges; Dr Amita Singh, Dr Priyanka, and Mrs Neha Sehrawat.    

With the passing of time, judges, abided by their decision and declared Team B as a 

winning team. The event concluded with the prize distribution ceremony, where the 

winners of the competitions, Team B, were awarded certificates and prizes. However, 

the rest of the team participants were awarded a participation certificate. The principal 



congratulated the winners and encouraged the students to continue their efforts in 

enhancing their language skills. 

 

 

Respected Principal sir told us the importance of English language in our lives. 

In conclusion, the English Language Day celebration was a great success, as it 

provided a platform for the students to showcase their language skills and learn more 

about the importance of English language in today's world. The event also 

emphasized the role of English language in global communication, education, and 

social interactions. Worthy Principal of the College, Dr S.S. Boken sir motivated the 

participants to expand their knowledge and skills regarding language and advised to 

read, play word games or even set yourself goals to learn a new word each day and 

remain ever resilient in the face of all the challenges. The students felt encouraged 

after the event and also gained confidence by participating in the event. The teacher 

coordinators of the event who contributed wholeheartedly to make this event a 

success were Ms Saloni, Mrs Pooja Soni, Dr Vaishali Dahiya, Ms Arushi Jaiswal, Mrs 

Rama Ravish, Dr Manisha Tiwari, Dr Aarti, Mrs Sunil. 

 

 

 



 

Respected Registrar sir also joined the celebrations to encourage the students and 

participants. 

English language event conducted on the theme 'English as a Global Language' 

through various competitions amongst students.  

Number of students actively participated in all the events and showed respect for the 

language. 

 

 

 

 



All the winners were awarded with certificates by the judges and honourable Principal 

sir and Regisrar sir  

Winners of ‘Poster making competition' were also awarded with certificates by our 

honourable dignitaries. 

Honorable dignitaries awarded certificate to the winners for their upliftment with 

encouraging words and congratulated them with the words of praise. 

The recipients of these awards have been selected through a rigorous and meticulous 

process. A panel of esteemed judges, comprising experts and luminaries from the 

respective fields.  

 

Respected Principal sir congratulated all the participants, winners and teachers for the 

successful completion of the event and also enlightened us by telling us the 

importance of English language. 

Our respected principal sir, Dr SS Boken enlightened us with his thoughts and 

acknowledged the efforts of our dedicated faculty who have tirelessly imparted their 

knowledge, expertise, and passion for the English language to our students. Their 

commitment to excellence has enabled our students to develop strong language skills, 

critical thinking abilities, and effective communication techniques. 

Our honourable Registrar sir have the closing speech and congratulated all for their 

efforts and encouraged all the students to practice English more and more in their 

daily lives.  



Lastly, our respected Registrar sir, Mr Ashok Gogia sir shared his wisdom on the 

English language, imparting valuable knowledge to the attentive students. In his 

concluding remarks, he extended his congratulations not only to the participants but 

also to the coordinators and judges. The respected dignitaries, drawing from their own 

experience, graciously imparted their expertise in the English language to the  

students, enriching their understanding and appreciation. 

 



 


